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2022 · SHOULD I CONSIDER REFINANCING MY MORTGAGE?

Do you plan to remain in 
your home for at least a 

few years?

Consider waiting to 
refinance to lock in a lower 

rate in the future.

Sorry, the costs may 
exceed any benefits of 

refinancing if you sell your 
home in the near term.

Sorry, you may have a 
hard time refinancing, 

and will likely be subject 
to PMI.

Are you nearing a 
milestone event, such as 
retirement or the end of 
an ARM or balloon term?

Do you expect interest 
rates relative to your 

current rate to decrease 
in the future?

Consider refinancing 
(or a reset) before your 

options become 
limited by time or 

income constraints.

Consider refinancing, 
and seek loan terms 
that best match your 

needs and goals.

YesNo

YesNo
YesNo

YesNo

YesNo

YesNo

Can you qualify for a new 
loan at a rate that is 

meaningfully lower than 
your current rate (or that 

removes PMI, if applicable)?

Consider whether a VA, 
USDA or FHA loan might be 

right for you. These 
government loans can offer 

lower down payments, 
favorable rates, and 
relaxed guidelines.

Consider a shorter term 
loan (e.g. 15-year fixed), 

making bi-weekly 
payments, and/or making 
extra principal payments.

Consider a 30-year term 
with a fixed rate. Apply 

excess cash to your savings 
or other financial goals.

Are you a veteran, do you 
live in a rural area, and/or 
do you have a lower credit 

score or income?

Is your primary goal to 
reduce your monthly 
mortgage payment?

Is your primary goal to 
reduce your interest 
expense over the life 

of the loan?

Refinancing may make 
sense. Calculate the fees 
and costs to determine 

your breakeven point, and 
whether refinancing is 

justified.

NoYes

NoYes

NoYes

NoYes

NoYes

Is your loan to value ratio 
greater than 80%?

Has your credit score 
recently improved?

Has your home value 
appreciated significantly?

No additional planning 
opportunities.

Is your current rate fixed?

Contact your current 
lender to remove any PMI, 
and/or consider a cash-out 

refinance if you need to 
apply your home equity to 

other financial goals.

Start Here
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Investment advisory services offered by Pearl Planning, a DBA of Stephens Consulting LLC., an SEC registered investment adviser. Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or

investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Pearl Planning, or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this presentation will be profitable, equal any corresponding
indicated historical performance level(s}, be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may
no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this blog serves as the receipt of, or a substitute for, personalized investment

advice from Pearl Planning. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the
professional advisor of his/her choosing. Pearl Planning is neither a law firm, nor a certified public accounting firm, and no portion of the blog content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of Pearl

Planning's current written disclosure Brochure discussing our advisory services and fees is available upon request or at www.pearlplan.com.  If you are a Pearl Planning client, please remember to contact Pearl Planning,
in writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or services, or if you would like to
impose, odd, or to modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services. Pearl Planning shall continue to rely on the accuracy of information that you have provided. Please Note: IF you are a Pearl

Planning client, Please advise us if you have not been receiving account statements (at Least quarterly} from the account custodian. This material was created by fpPathfinder, an independent third party unaffiliated
with Pearl Planning.
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